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ABSTRACT  
   
 Fall accident is a significant problem associated with our society both in terms of 
economic losses and human suffering [1]. In 2016, more than 800,000 people were 
hospitalized and over 33,000 deaths resulted from falling. Health costs associated with 
falling in 2016 yielded at 33% of total medical expenses in the US- mounting to 
approximately $31 billion per year.  As such, it is imperative to find intervention 
strategies to mitigate deaths and injuries associated with fall accidents.  In order for this 
goal to be realized, it is necessary to understand the mechanisms associated with fall 
accidents and more specifically, the movement profiles that may represent the cogent 
behavior of the locomotor system that may be amendable to rehabilitation and 
intervention strategies.  In this light, this Thesis is focused on better understanding the 
factors influencing dynamic stability measure (as measured by Lyapunov exponents) 
during over-ground ambulation utilizing wireless Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). 
 Four pilot studies were conducted:  the First study was carried out to verify if IMU 
system was sophisticated enough to determine different load-carrying conditions. Second, 
to test the effects of walking inclinations, three incline levels on gait dynamic stability were 
examined.  Third, tested whether different sections from the total gait cycle can be stitched 
together to assess LDS using the laboratory collected data.  Finally, the fourth study 
examines the effect of “stitching” the data on dynamic stability measure from a 
longitudinally assessed (3-day continuous data collection) data to assess the effects of free-
range data on assessment of dynamic stability. 
Results indicated that load carrying significantly influenced dynamic stability 
measure but not for the floor inclination levels – indicating that future use of such 
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measure should further implicate normalization of dynamic stability measures associated 
with different activities and terrain conditions. Additionally, stitching method was 
successful in obtaining dynamic stability measure utilizing free-living IMU data. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The Need 
Gait and postural analyses could indicate fallers, but the Local Dynamic Stability 
measure (LDS) is considered as an essential measurement for differentiating fallers and 
non-fallers in older adults [20].  For many decades, gait and postural analyses were 
performed to better understand the mechanisms leading fall accidents. Gait analysis 
utilizing wireless IMU systems are widespread among gait/posture researchers and 
therapists. Various parameters were derived using these sensors to assess gait and 
postural characteristics of fallers and non-fallers. A measure of the Local Dynamic 
Stability (LDS) was deemed to be important in differentiating fallers and non-fallers in 
older adults [20]. However, LDS may be altered due to various factors such as the type of 
task (i.e. load carriage) and terrain conditions (i.e. floor incline) as well as a method of 
calculation using the free-living longitudinally obtained motion data. The goal of the 
primary study was to veer away from unrealistic laboratory assessments to avoid “white 
coat syndrome,” which occurs when subject realizes that they were being observed and 
modify their physical activity performance [3]. However, it is unclear how engagement of 
tasks and terrain conditions can influence LDS as well as the use of stitching procedure 
on longitudinally obtained Activity of Daily Living (ADL) data. 
 
1.2 Specific Aims 
 Four pilot studies were conducted: the First study was carried out to verify if IMU 
system was sophisticated enough to determine different load-carrying conditions. Second, 
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to test effects of walking inclinations, three incline levels on gait dynamic stability were 
examined.  Third, test the whether different sections from the total gait cycle can be stitched 
together to assess LDS using the laboratory collected data.  Finally, the fourth study 
examines the effect of “stitching” the data on dynamic stability measure from a 
longitudinally assessed (3-day continuous data collection) data to assess the effects of free-
range data on assessment of dynamic stability. 
 Pilot Study Ⅰ: Assess the Max LE from a different type of load carriages (Rucksack) 
 and without the load carriage. Determine whether IMU system is a sophisticated 
 device to differentiate the various weight level. 
Hypothesis ⅠA: Max LE would be significantly different between the load 
carriage conditions. 
 Pilot Study Ⅱ: Evaluate the Max LE from marker captured and IMU system data 
 with three different inclination of the treadmill, and -5, 0, +5 degrees. Also 
 compare the normal set paced walking and self-paced walking. 
Hypothesis ⅡA: Max LE would show different value from each inclination 
and indicate the correlating trend from marker data to IMU data. 
Hypothesis ⅡB: Self-paced walking would have improved dynamic stability 
compared to normal set paced walking. 
Pilot Study Ⅲ: From total 150 gait cycle data, it has been divided into three sections 
of 50 gait cycle. Max LE has been calculated to evaluate the differences among 
three sections of data usage for calculation of LDS.   Additionally, separating total 
data into 25 gait cycle and two sections were stitched to make minimum 
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requirement 50 gait cycle. Stitching part was separated into 10 to 90 percent when 
two data were combined.  
Hypothesis ⅢA: Max LE value will not be significantly different from the 
three equally separated data stream from an IMU. 
Hypothesis ⅢB: Max LE value of each stitching percentage, 10 to 90 
percent of the attaching will not show any significant difference. 
 Pilot Study Ⅳ: From 3day of longitudinal data, indicate the two gait data and use 
 the stitching algorithm to create the minimum required continuous gait, which is 
 50 gait cycle. Subsequently, with the stitched gait data calculate the Max LE to 
 determine the LDS of faller and nonfaller. 
Hypothesis ⅣA: Max LE value of faller and nonfaller should result 
significant difference.  
 
1.3 Organization 
 The first chapter introduces the reason why this study was needed and how it has 
been processed. Also, a literature review of the main study was performed to provide more 
specific aspect for IMU system and ADL. The second chapter clarifies the theoretical 
concept of LDS, main objective of this study and discusses the methodology of Maximum 
Lyapunov Exponent calculation that can quantify the LDS.  The third chapter explains the 
experimental procedure and the mannerism regarding the data capture and the type of 
device used in the protocol. Additionally, data stitching method from a contiguous gait data 
is demonstrated in this section.  The fourth chapter is divided into four subsections, Load 
Carriage, Degree Walk, Gait Cycle Stitching and, Dynamic Stability Assessment from 
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ADL study. Each section has its particular objective, experimental procedure and results 
to support the primary study, differentiating the faller and nonfaller with LDS from the 
ADL gait data.  The fifth chapter discusses the result of the main subject and indicates the 
additional study that needs to be implemented. The sixth chapter concludes the 
accomplishment from the pilot studies and future applications. 
 
1.4 Literature Review 
1.4.1 Inertial Measurement Unit 
  Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is an instrument with measurement components 
of accelerometer and gyroscope that can measure the accurate acceleration and orientation 
of the device. Initial development of IMU has started since early 1900 for aircraft 
navigation as an Inertial Navigation System (INS). It was used various places such as 
aircraft, water-going vessel and missile and etc [5]. One of an example of using IMU 
system was installation inside the missile. During World War Ⅱ, German has developed a 
V-2 missile that was directed based on IMU system. This system controlled missile flight 
by incorporating two gyroscope and lateral accelerometer system [8]. 
 
Figure1. Inertial Navigation System (INS) with three orthogonal rate gyroscope and 
accelerometer that can indicate the initial position, velocity, and attitude is embedded on 
the aircraft and missiles 
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Field of IMU system has been researched extensively and long period. IMU was 
used as position indicator where it could calculate the current position with accelerometer 
and gyroscope in INS system. Accelerometer indicates the change of position, to map the 
travel distance of aircraft, where gyroscope can designate the rotational degree and speed 
of rotary motion of sensor. The Early stage of IMU was mostly used in transportation for 
navigating purposes. Current development has provided Micro-Electrotechnical system 
(MEMS), which is a combination of mechanical and electrical components. This system 
uses integrated circuit batch processing technologies and IMU system that can assess 
variety acceleration and orientation of human body measurements [9]. MEMS which has 
the advantage of low cost but efficient and accurate, that initiated the broad usage of IMU 
system into the healthcare field. 
Furthermore, the IMU has enabled detection of human movements, such as 
counting step (pedometers), physical inactivity, monitoring fall risk and assistance in 
rehabilitation etc. Physical therapists have used IMU to assess motion parameter of the 
arm that could regenerate the movement on the synthetic model [10]. Use of IMU has 
allowed determining the post effect of rehabilitation treatment, which enormous amount 
of data could be collected and stored. Analysis of massive data could give an accurate 
output of rehabilitation effectiveness. Furthermore, a large distribution of smartphone has 
made the IMU to be used in our daily lives. IMU has been minimized within 20mm, 
whoever has the smartphone has the possibility of accessing their personal physical 
activity, energy expenditure and various ambulatory parameters [11]. Wide usage of 
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smartphone and IMU incorporated together enabled a new era of the measuring people’s 
daily activity. 
Our study used Dynaport MM+, IMU system to collect Activity of Daily Living 
(ADL) data from each subject. This device has the capability of detecting subject’s normal 
daily activities with accelerometer and gyroscope which is embedded in the IMU. 
Dimensions of this device are 106.6 * 58 * 11.5mm, the weight of 55grams, maximum 
measurement duration of 7days. Sampling frequency was set 100samples/sec and 
accelerometer range was set as -6g to 6g. Previous studies completed indicating local 
dynamic stability, stride time variability [12], root mean square acceleration value of 
standard deviation, the harmonic ratio of gait symmetry etc [13], with accelerometer data 
from IMU. In result, IMU system has the capability of assessing sophisticated gait 
parameters and these can be analyzed to indicate the fall risk. 
 
1.4.2 Activity of Daily Living (ADL) 
   Generally, assessment of gait parameter has been conducted within laboratory or 
clinical environment. Performing the data collection within is environment has many 
advantages such as controlled laboratory setting will increase the accuracy of data 
assessment and eliminate the extraneous variables. In contrast, significant disadvantages 
of the laboratory environment data collection have the possibility of affecting the behavior 
of the human subject. This is called “white coat syndrome” and it can occur with these 
kinds of environment, which makes these options unreliable. Under surveillance of 
physicians or researchers, participants could perform activities differently, trying to 
optimize performance, which can skew results when compared to normal behavior [5]. Few 
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studies indicated that minimum evaluation of three weekday’s ADL could output each 
subject’s daily pattern and physical activity level, which is intensely associated with fall 
risk and has the capability of evaluating fall prone possibilities [14]. 
Therefore, it is very important to collect real environment data to determine the 
practical human ADL. The capability of IMU system has made this data collection 
possible with its mobility and accurate data collection. Additionally, for medical research 
application, IMU can be used in the ambulatory analysis, where gait specifications have 
the capability of detecting person’s fall risk and measuring the quality of life. Hinge joint 
angles could be assessed by attaching IMU system to each joint and this is one of the 
important parameters that could be used on osteopathic, pathological and biometric 
identification [15]. 
To quantify fall risk from ADL, IMU system has a major role of assessment. Fall 
is a major incident happening to elderly people, approximately 30% of people who are 
65years and older fall annually and nearly 20% of this age group tend to fall more than a 
one time [16]. Various gait parameters can be analyzed to predict fall risk. Ambulatory 
movement is a habitual activity that happens without people recognizing and IMU system 
has the capability of measuring ADL gait quality, ADL activity detection and prediction of 
fall. Concerning these factors, to prevent fall risk, ADL assessment for elderly people are 
necessary. The quantity of habitual daily activities can distinguish whether the person had 
insufficient dynamic activity during the day, which is correlated with fall risk. Physical 
inactivity possesses a lot of information, which has an intimate relationship with fall risk, 
less stability, and fitness. Previous studies have indicated that categorizing excessive 
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physical inactivity from ADL, this information can prevent fall risk by continuously 
training those individuals [17]. 
In addition to ADL quantification. Identifying gait quality of daily life is also the 
precise variable of detecting fall risk. The quality of gait could be assessed by many 
parameters, such as stride length, stride frequency, step length, step width, gait speed and 
cycle time. More sophisticated temporal and spatial characteristics of gait could be 
measured by IMU system that provides accurate information on the subject. The previous 
study shows that shorter stride length and time improves the stability of person [18]. 
Additionally, many other features can measure the fall risk, such as root mean square, 
dynamic stability, sample entropy, harmonicity index etc. Other researchers have 
determined that using these gait quality features have more accuracy and advantage of 
predicting falls compared to questionnaires [19].  
 ADL has various parameters that could predict the fall risk of each person, which 
indicates that utilizing ADL data has immense potential of predicting and preventing fall 
for elderly, Parkinson’s disease patient and whoever has the possibility of falling. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THEORY AND CALCULATION 
2.1 General Description 
 Definition of Local Dynamic Stability (LDS) is resisting local perturbation with 
motor control system [20]. LDS could be quantified with the nonlinear dynamic method, 
Maximum Lyapunov exponent (Max LE) and this calculation could be implemented on all 
of the kinematic data to calculate its dynamic stability [21]. Since Max LE shows the 
average logarithmic rate of divergence, hence, the higher value indicates instability of the 
larger divergence between the nearest neighbors and lower value determines more stable 
kinematic stability. This experiment used the minimum of the 50 gait cycle to calculate the 
Max LE. 
 
2.2 Maximum Lyapunov Exponent calculation 
 From our subject’s gait data, Rosenstein method has been used to calculate MAX 
LE for our study [22]. Time delayed coordinate method was configured by Taken’s theory 
[23, 24], reconstruction of multi-dimensional state space could be done with acceptable 
data from one of single dimensional time series measurement [20]. For the calculation 
process, minimum embedding dimension (dE) and time delay (T) is required. To calculate 
the state space X(t), these two components (dE, T) and the first dimension time series data 
x(t), 
 
X (t) =  [𝑥 (t), 𝑥 (t + T), 𝑥 (t + 2T), … , 𝑥 ( t +  (d𝐸– 1)T )]  (1) 
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Figure2. State space reconstruction showing the 3dimensional attractor 
 
 After determining the state space in Figure2, all the nearest neighbors were 
collected which has the closest distance from the stride trajectories in the state space. To 
calculate the Max LE all the distance (D) from nearest neighbors measured regard to time 
(t). This will calculate the logarithmic divergence in function of time. Dj(i) represents the 
Euclidean distance of i discrete time steps and a jth pair of nearest neighbors. Also ∆t denote 
the sampling period of the time series data [20]. 
 
λ(i) =
{𝐼𝑛[Dj(i)]}
Δ𝑡
     (2) 
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Figure3. Divergence curve of Maximum Lyapunov Exponent 
 
 Max LE will be determined by using Rosenstein calculation process indicating the 
logarithmic rate of average divergence regarding time series from reconstructed state space 
and Figure2 shows its divergence graph [22]. 
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CHAPTER 3 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
3.1  Experimental Procedures 
 To veer away from the laboratory environment, ADL assessments are necessary for 
evaluating fall risk. Previous researches have measured subjects performed under 
surveillance of physicians or researchers that can result “white coat syndrome.” This 
symptom appears when the subject was tested in a laboratory environment, which they try 
to optimize their performance intentionally. This can affect the performance of normal 
activities and interfere the output [3].  
Also, most falls occur within the home environment, which fall risk assessment 
should take place in subject’s normal environment. Additionally, home monitoring could 
be used to lower the risk of “white coat syndrome” and assess normal environment ADL 
to be evaluated [4]. 
To assess fall risk possibility from ADL, Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) was 
used to distinguish ambulatory action from long-term data. Although the use of IMU for 
gait analysis is widespread, its originated application was from the aircraft navigation at 
the 1930s. The first version of IMU was large, power consuming and the high cost due to 
underdevelopment during those time periods [5]. IMU has accelerometer, gyroscopes, and 
magnetometer installed within its system that has the capability of measuring acceleration, 
orientation, and magnetic fields. The accelerometer is designed to assess the inertial 
acceleration and movements that generate the vibration. It consists three axes X, Y, and Z, 
three dimension indicates the direction and magnitude of the acceleration. The purpose of 
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gyroscope was to understand the rotational motion and it can assess angular velocity and 
rotation angle.  
The LDS can be calculated from accelerometer and gyroscope data assessed from the IMU, 
which can indicate the fall risk. LDS is quantified with the Maximum Lyapunov exponent 
(Max LE) that measures the logarithmic rate of divergence [6]. Previous studies have 
proven that Max LE output accurately indicate the stability of subject and this method 
initially used by Dingwell [7]. Despite its significance, LDS could be altered due to many 
confounding aspects such as task condition, terrain environment, and calculation method. 
Thus, validation of these uncertainties should be determined before advancing to next 
study. Therefore, we performed four pilot studies which are the Load Carriage, degree 
walk, gait cycle stitching study and dynamic stability assessment from ADL study. 
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CHAPTER 4 
PILOT STUDY 
4.1 Load Carriage Study 
Introduction 
 Rucksack March is the basic recruit training requirement that majority of soldiers 
must successfully pass. The required external weight of rucksack march is approximately 
more than 70 pounds including the rifle and nearly 12mile is the minimum required march 
distance. To support soldiers who need to carry such kind of bag for the extensive duration 
of time, ARMY had researched and developed efficient rucksack made of a plastic frame 
that is named Modular lightweight load carrying equipment (MOLLE). Comparing most 
developed rucksack to an older version, All-purpose lightweight individual caring 
equipment (ALICE), which is made of the metal frame. The objective of this study is to 
compare two versions of the rucksack and indicate the variations of the Local Dynamic 
Stability (LDS) from the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). The hypothesis of this 
experiment would be that normal walking without a rucksack and walking with 15kg load 
rucksack would have a significant difference on the Maximum Lyapunov Exponent (Max 
LE). The result will be able to verify the system if IMU is sophisticated enough to be 
utilized to compute local dynamic stability. 
 
Method 
Five collegiate subjects who had mean height as 178.5cm and the standard 
deviation were 2.4cm, also mean weight was 77.3kg and the standard deviation was 19.8kg. 
To simulate the rucksack march, Gait Real-time Analysis Interactive Lab (GRAIL) was 
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used to simulate the continuous walking for 200seconds. GRAIL system has dual belt 
treadmill with Bertec force plate, which as sampling frequency rate 1000Hz, was 
embedded under which enables to collect ground reaction force of human gait. GRAIL 
system also has Bonita Motion Capture camera that consists infrared camera that has a 
frame rate of 100Hz. This system has the capability of collecting gait parameters such as 
step length, step width, joint moment, angle etc. All protocol was approved by Arizona 
State University IRB and after complete instruction, subjects signed consent forms. 
 
Figure4. Gait Real Time Analysis Interactive Laboratory (GRAIL) 
Subjects were asked to wear army Kevlar helmet, vest and rucksack to replicate the 
actual rucksack march that enlisted soldiers perform. To assess LDS from different 
rucksack conditions, IMU (Dynaport MM+, McRoberts) was worn at spine level of L5 
near sacrum. This system has the capability of collecting data with a sampling rate of 100 
samples per second. All-purpose Lightweight Individual Carrying Equipment (ALICE) is 
old type rucksack that was made in 1973 and the main frame is formed with steel. Modular 
Lightweight Load Carrying Equipment (MOLLE) is modern rucksack which was made of 
plastic frames. Experiment protocol had five different conditions of 200 seconds of 
walking. 
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Figure5. Subject simulation for the rucksack march in GRAIL system 
 For the first five sets, the determined speed of treadmill was configured with 
subject’s preference. First, and normal walking was performed without any load. Second, 
subject carried ALICE rucksack with 15killogram of weight to simulate the real-life 
rucksack march. Third, additionally, we asked subjects to wear a knee brace and with 
ALICE rucksack with 15kg weight. Fourth, without any loads subject wore an only knee 
brace and performed walking. Fifth, subject wore new type rucksack which frameset is 
made of plastic with a load of 15kg. From IMU data, local dynamic stability was calculated 
from defining Max LE. The average rate of divergence can be specified from Max LE [6]. 
Positive Lyapunov exponent value designates that dynamic stability is unstable because it 
indicates that average divergence of the system. In contrast, negative Lyapunov exponent 
value indicates the stableness. To calculate the Max LE, Rosenstein method was used [22]. 
First, define which axis of the IMU indicates accurate peak for the data. Second, from the 
total length of the data, consistency equal gait cycle is required, therefore 50 gait cycle had 
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been truncated by determination of the peaks. Third, by normalizing the 50 gait cycle, data 
has been resampled to have equal quantity of data points in one gait cycle. The most 
important process of finding max Lyapunov exponent is determining the proper state space 
and time delay. Fourth, to determine the time delay, it was calculated by using average 
mutual information. Plotted graph of average mutual information, the first minimum was 
set as time delay. Lastly, with defined time delays, embedding dimension was indicated for 
calculating max Lyapunov exponent. Analyzing different condition of walking, rucksack 
type showed the various Lyapunov exponents. 
 
Result 
 The result from the two-different Knee brace protocol, it showed the stability trend 
of Knee brace walking and Normal walking. Table1 and Figure1 show that max Lyapunov 
exponent value of least square mean shows the trend of normal walking is more stable than 
knee brace walking. However, these values did not indicate any significant difference 
between walking with a knee brace and without. 
 
Table1. Max LE Comparison of Knee Brace walking and Normal walking  
Condition Least Sq Mean Std Error 
Normal 0.8899152 0.08629194 
Knee Brace 1.0976586 0.08629194 
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Figure6. Graph of Maximum Lyapunov Exponent difference between Knee Brace walking 
and Normal walking 
 
As hypothesized, normal walking without any bag had most stable value and 
ALICE (bag1) was next and lastly, MOLLE (bag1) was the least stable among three 
conditions. The result indicated that when wearing bag is significantly different to the 
normal walking condition.  
Table2 indicates the Lyapunov exponent value of the least square mean of different bag 
condition and Figure2 shows the trend of the Maximum Lyapunov Exponent for normal 
and two different rucksack conditions.   
Table2. Max LE compared from different bag condition  
Condition Least Sq Mean Std Error 
Bag1 1.3147923 0.05155289 
Bag2 1.3501962 0.05155289 
N 0.8899152 0.05155289 
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Figure7. Maximum Lyapunov Exponent comparison of different bag condition 
 
 Among the normal walking condition without the knee brace, Max LE showed a 
significant difference between rucksack and normal walking condition. 
 
Table3. Significant difference between normal and different bag conditions of rucksack 
walking  
 
Source Nparm DF DFDen F Ratio Prob > F 
Bag_cond 2 2 8 41.3117 <.0001* 
 
Discussion 
 The result of this pilot study indicated that Max LE values of walking with rucksack 
were significantly higher than normal walking as hypothesized. The minor difference on 
the bag1 (ALICE) and bag2 (MOLLE) walking, but the values were not significantly 
different. This means that between the new and old version rucksack, LDS of walking does 
not change significantly, so that walking with a newer version of rucksack would not 
prevent the soldier from the fall risk. Normal walking without any rucksack showed the 
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value of Max LE 0.890 which as 0.473 difference from the mean value of ALICE and 
MOLLE (1.360). For the future study, increasing the sample size for simulating the 
rucksack march would give more accurate statistics. The environment of walking on the 
treadmill system is not an exact replication of real rucksack march performed in the 
military. Especially, ground status needs to be considered because gait is affected by the 
microscopic difference of its condition. The inclination of the ground surface also affects 
the LDS. Therefore, the future experiments should be performed in a place that contains a 
different kind of terrains and incline and declined ground surface which will be the closest 
way to simulate the military rucksack march. 
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4.2  Degree Walk Study 
Introduction 
 The normal environmental ambulatory situation differs a lot because ground 
surface is not constant. People walk on surface ground that is not evenly leveled and this 
has the possibility of putting people in danger for fall risk. Also, the previous study has 
indicated that step length and speed has decreased when people are walking downhill 
compared to uphill [28]. Using Dynamic stability has an accurate quantification of fall risk, 
which many studies have already proven of its effect [29]. We hypothesize that normal set 
paced and self pace walking would result in different Maximum Lyapunov Exponent (Max 
LE) on the different inclination of the treadmill. Considering self pace walking as the real 
world ambulatory activity, this experiment will allow us to indicate if Inertial Measurement 
Unit (IMU) could distinguish normal set paced walking to self pace walking.  
 
Method 
Total five young healthy individuals were recruited as subjects. Data collection 
has been done for four healthy subjects to figure out the difference of various degree of 
walking condition [age (years)= 21.8 ± 1.3; weight(kg)=65.8 ± 4.1; height(m)=1.73 ± 0.1; 
knee width(m)=0.096 ± 0.004; ankle width(m)=0.067 ±0.004]. All participants were 
healthy and the protocol was approved by the Arizona State University IRB. Trials that 
were performed included 200 seconds of continuous walking on the Gait Real Time 
Analysis Interactive Lab (GRAIL) system at set normal set speed walking and self pace. 
Normal set speed walking was defined at the comfortable set speed which the subjects 
normally walks with. Self pace walking had more variability of the parameter as it 
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changes the speed of treadmill during the trial, because if subject decides to increase or 
decrease the gait speed, due to normal walking habits. The self pace walking mode was 
defined by four makers from LASIS, RASIS, LPSIS, and RPSIS. These four markers 
were used as an indicator of the Center of Mass (COM) of the subject and as that COM 
goes forward and backward, treadmill belt was adjusted accordingly. 
Figure8. 25markers placement for configuration of Lower Limb Human Body Model 
Marker Position 
 
In addition to the normal set and self pace walking speed, the subjects also walked 
on three different inclinations. The treadmill was tilted of its degree of 0, 5, and -5 
degrees for during both normal walking and self pace, in order to produce a modification 
in walking condition. Data collection from the accelerometer was collected from three 
Xsens placed on the right, left shanks and the sternum. Max LE was then calculated to 
compare the dynamic stability of different degree of the walking condition. For analyzing 
the data, Rosenstein method was evaluated to quantify the stability of subject’s walking. 
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Result 
 The result of this experiment indicated that walking on the negative five degrees 
declined surface, subject’s IMU data did not show a significant difference between the 
normal set speed and self pace mode walking. Table1 and Figure1 show the mean value 
of the Max LE. The trend of the graph indicated that self pace walking was more stable 
than normal set paced treadmill. 
 
Table4. IMU Max LE value of Normal set speed and Self pace walking at negative 5 
degrees 
 
Level Least Sq Mean Std Error 
NW 1.2060955 0.06818024 
SP 1.0360918 0.06818024 
 
 
Figure9. Max LE from IMU comparison of Normal and Self pace walking at negative 
5degrees 
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From the same test, also the marker data did not show a significant difference 
between the normal set speed and self pace mode walking. Table2 and Figure2 indicate 
the mean value of the Max LE. The trend of the graph was similar to the IMU data, that 
self pace walking was stable than normal walking. 
Table5. Marker Max LE value of Normal set speed and Self pace walking at negative 
5degrees 
Level Least Sq Mean Std Error 
NW 1.7896200 0.17324469 
SP 1.7146400 0.17324469 
 
 
Figure10. Marker data comparison of Normal and Self pace walking at negative 5degrees 
 
IMU measurement walking on the plain surface indicated no significant difference 
from normal set to self pace walking. As indicated in table3 and figure3, self pace walking 
showed less value of Max LE similar to negative 5degrees walking situation, which means 
it has better dynamic stability compared to normal set paced walking. 
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Table6. IMU Max Lyapunov exponent of Normal set speed and Self pace walking at plain 
surface (0 degrees) 
 
Level Least Sq Mean Std Error 
NW 1.2963527 0.04257833 
SP 1.1345423 0.05616728 
 
Figure11. IMU data comparison of Normal set and Self pace walking at plain surface 
(0degree) 
The marker data for the plain walking did not show a significant difference, and 
as shown in table4 and figure4, the trend of the graph was similar to the IMU data that 
self pace walking was stable than normal walking. 
 
Table7. Marker Max Lyapunov exponent of Normal set speed and Self pace walking at 
plain surface (0 degrees) 
 
Level Least Sq Mean Std Error 
NW 1.7935200 0.10909118 
SP 1.7175800 0.10909118 
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Figure12. LS Mean of Max LE Marker comparison of Normal set and Self pace walking 
at plain surface (0degree) 
 
 IMU data of walking on the positive 5 degrees of treadmill indicated that there 
was no significant difference. However positive 5 degrees of walking data showed the 
different result than another condition of walking. Normal set speed walking condition 
showed less Lyapunov exponent compared to self pace. This is indicated in Table5 and 
figure5. 
Table8. IMU parameters of Normal speed and Self pace walking at positive 5degrees 
 
Level Least Sq Mean Std Error 
NW 1.1305464 0.11254079 
SP 1.2229011 0.11254079 
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Figure13. IMU Max LE comparison of Normal set and Self pace walking at positive 
5degrees 
  
Table6 and figure6 show the marker data from positive 5 degrees walking. This did not 
show a significant difference and the graph showed the same trend which was very similar 
to the IMU data, also self pace walking was stable than normal walking. 
Table9. Marker parameters of Normal speed and Self pace walking at positive 5degrees 
 
Level Least Sq Mean Std Error 
NW 1.6811600 0.13523893 
SP 1.8917214 0.14387011 
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Figure14. Marker Max LE comparison of Normal set and Self pace walking at positive 
5degrees 
 
The normal set speed walking data collection with IMU, different angle conditions 
did not show any significant difference.  
Table10. IMU parameter of normal set paced walking on different degrees of treadmill 
 
Level Least Sq Mean Std Error 
Neg_5 1.2060955 0.06350855 
Plain 1.2963527 0.06350855 
Pos_5 1.1305464 0.06350855 
 
 
Figure15. Max LE comparison of IMU Normal set speed walking at different degrees of 
angle 
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The marker data set from normal set speed walking protocol, different angle 
conditions did not show any significant difference.  
Table11. Marker parameter of normal set paced walking on different degrees of treadmill 
 
Level Least Sq Mean Std Error 
Neg_5 1.7896200 0.12471006 
Plain 1.7935200 0.12471006 
Pos_5 1.6811600 0.12471006 
 
 
Figure16. Max LE comparison of Marker data normal set paced walking at different degree 
of treadmill 
 
Within the self pace speed treadmill protocol, IMU data from different degrees of 
walking angle did not show any significant difference.  
Table12. IMU parameter of Self pace walking on different degrees of treadmill 
 
Level Least Sq Mean Std Error 
Neg_5 1.0360918 0.10041134 
Plain 1.1427167 0.13465297 
Pos_5 1.2229011 0.10041134 
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Figure17. Max LE comparison of IMU Self pace walking at different degree of treadmill 
 
The marker data set from self pace speed walking protocol, different angle 
conditions did not show any significant difference.  
Table13. Marker parameter of Self pace walking on different degrees of treadmill 
 
Level Least Sq Mean Std Error 
Neg_5 1.7146400 0.15608426 
Plain 1.7175800 0.15608426 
Pos_5 1.8098651 0.18173893 
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Figure18. Max LE comparison of Marker data Self pace walking at different degree of 
treadmill 
 
Discussion 
 Numerous comparisons were evaluated in this experiment, concerning walking at 
treadmill with three different degrees of inclination and two different walking speeds, one 
was normal set preferred walking speed and another was self pace walking speed. These 
tests were conducted to see the LDS correlation between marker data from Vicon system 
and IMU system. Many previous studies have proved that using marker from Vicon system 
to measure LDS is the primary method of determining the Max LE [30, 31]. Comparison 
of these data will confirm the IMU system is sophisticated enough to assess the LDS of 
human gait. 
The first result of this experiment shows that different inclination of the treadmill 
from normal set paced walking did not show any significant difference. The Max LE value 
of IMU normal set paced walking on a treadmill with the negative 5degrees, plain surface 
and positive 5degrees were 1.206, 1.296 and 1.131, which did not show any significant 
difference. LDS from the marker data of this three different angle showed no significant 
difference as well, which values were 1.790, 1.794, and 1.681. Even though there was no 
significant difference between LDS of three different inclination of a treadmill, we could 
find out the trend of the IMU and marker data was similar. Finding this trend is an important 
factor that could prove IMU is correlated with marker data. 
The second condition was self pace walking compared with a different inclination 
of the treadmill. From self pace speed walking with difference inclinations, IMU 
measurement of negative 5degrees, plain surface, and positive 5degrees were 1.036, 1.143 
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and 1.223 and from the marker set data it was 1.715, 1.718 and 1.810. From analyzing the 
result, there was no significant difference from both system and trend was similar. This 
was another aspect that IMU and markers data can also be compared. Another previous 
study determined that there was no significant difference in LDS at the normal set speed 
walking with three different inclination of a treadmill, which was -8, 0 and 8% [32]. 
Therefore, it is difficult to determine the significant difference of LDS from the different 
inclination of the treadmill walking, yet the trend of both systems are correlated for the 
majority of conditions.  
 The comparison of a Max LE value of self pace and normal set paced walking 
determine that self pace walking had a lower value of Max LE. The possible reason for 
having a lower value for self pace walking could be the controllable speed of the treadmill. 
The subject can adjust the speed of treadmill according to their preference during the 
experiment. However, for IMU system’s positive 5 degrees Max LE value, 1.223 and 
marker data’s positive 5degrees Max LE value had 1.810, which both of the indicators 
showed higher value in self pace mode walking. 
Conducting this experiment, we could determine that there were no significant 
findings between the different inclination of the treadmill and normal set paced vs self pace 
walking speed. However, IMU system and marker data shows the resembling trend. This 
means that IMU could be compared to controlled group, the marker data from the Vicon 
system, and the device is adequate enough to be used to indicate the LDS from human gait. 
 In result, IMU has the limitation of detecting the slope of the ground surface, but 
similar LDS trend between IMU and marker system indicate that IMU has the capability 
of assessing nonlinear measurements from the real normal gait from their Activity of Daily 
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Living (ADL). For the future study, evaluation of additional sample size will be needed to 
analyze more accurate statistical results. Also, find out the real inclination and declination 
ground surface and conduct data collection where IMU data could be compared with the 
self pace walking condition in GRAIL system, where it can simulate the different 
inclination ground surface.  
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4.3 Gait Cycle Stitching Study 
Introduction 
For decades, the growth rate of fall incident has indicated that this phenomenon has 
become one of the major problems in the medical expenses and mortality rate. 
Approximately 2.8 million elderly adults, aged 65 years and older, fall and receive 
treatment in emergency departments. Hospitalizations due to fall accidents totaled more 
than 800,000 patients in 2016, of which 95% of patients had hip fractures. The direct 
medical costs of fall related visits are $31 billion dollars annually [2]. Not only fall has a 
negative effect on the economic costs, but also individually, it has great influence on 
activity level, fear of falling, and quality of life [1]. A significant amount of fall injuries 
occurred during walking activities among who are 70 years and older [33]. Local Dynamic 
Stability (LDS) has been used in various studies to assess the gait stability because this 
value has the capability of assessing the fall risk [34]. LDS is quantified by the Maximum 
Lyapunov Exponent (Max LE), this indicates the local divergence coefficient and 
approximated measurement of microscopic perturbation from its real-time responses [22]. 
To obtain a precise value of Max LE, minimum of continuous 50 gait cycle data is required. 
The continuous 50 gait cycle could be easily assessed with the treadmill lab setting. 
However, “white coat syndrome” can occur with this experiment, which makes this 
information unreliable. Under surveillance of physicians or researchers, participants tend 
to perform activities differently, such as optimizing performance, which results could be 
biased when comparing to normal behavior [3]. The previous study that has collected 
elderly individuals fall experience, most falls occurred inside the home environment and 
from the total tested population, 42.4% suffered one or more falls within a year [35]. 
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Therefore to avoid “white coat syndrome” and to capture the falling event of the elderly 
population, fall risk assessment needs to be conducted in subject’s normal activity 
environment. 
From Activities of Daily Living (ADL) data, it is difficult to indicate continuous 50 
gait cycle. Even if there was a continuous 50 gait cycle from real normal activity data, there 
could be a turning activity incorporated. This event should be considered as an important 
factor because it could skew the Max LE. Identification of turning events in ambulatory 
activity could be assessed from Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) gyroscope data from the 
[36].   
The objective of this study was to validate when stitching algorithm was utilized to 
link the two ambulatory data, which percentage of stitching portion should be applied to 
first and second data. Therefore, stitching portion of 10 to 90 percent’s Max LE could be 
compared whether values are significantly different or not. In addition, within 150 
continuous gait cycle, we have separated this original data into three sections of the 50 gait 
cycle to validate if all the sections contain similar Max LE. 
 
Method  
A total of 8 young adults (mean age= 22.1 ± 4.5years, height =167.8 ± 7.7cm and 
weight= 66.6 ± 12.2kg) participated in this study. For the experiment, subjects were asked 
to wear Inertial Measuring Unit (IMU, Dynaport MM++, McRoberts) at the sacrum, where 
spine level of L5 area for the entire process. Ambulatory movements were assessed with 
Gait Real-time Analysis Interactive Lab (GRAIL, Motek) system. GRAIL system has dual 
belt treadmill with Bertec force plate embedded under which enables to collect ground 
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reaction force of human gait. GRAIL system also has Bonita Motion Capture camera which 
consists infrared camera that has a frame rate of 100Hz. This system can collect the human 
ambulation, joint moment, angle etc. Subjects were requested to walk on the system for 
200 seconds at set paced normal treadmill walking, where treadmill speed was determined 
as each subject’s preferred walking speed. The decision of self-selected walking speed was 
assessed by letting subjects walk 30seconds on the system and indicate themselves if the 
speed was preferable for the subjects. 
 All the subjects had fully understood the protocol of this experiment and signed an 
informed consent that was approved by the Arizona State University. 
 
Data Analysis 
Max LE was calculated to quantify the fall risk. Max LE is a nonlinear 
mathematical calculation that quantifies the fall risk level. Max LE measures the averaged 
logarithmic rate of divergence from nearest neighbor trajectory from determined state 
space [22]. Increasing divergence will output higher value of the Lyapunov exponent and 
lower value mean that system is stable. To assess Max LE minimum of 50 gait cycle is 
needed. However, defined that accuracy of variability measurement did not additional 
increased obtaining more than 200 stride cycle [37]. We collected 200 seconds walking, 
containing 180 stride cycle. From total gait cycles, we have truncated this total data into 
three sets of the 50 gait cycle. The first truncation was made where 1 to 51 heel contacts 
occurred. Secondly, 51 to 101 heel contacts and lastly 101 to 151 heel contact. Robust 50 
gait cycle for each section has been evaluated and calculated Max LE. With this value, we 
could evaluate which section would be most suitable to calculate the Max LE. Analysis of 
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the data was done by MATLAB (version 2015B). Heel contact of 50 gait cycle was defined 
with maximal vertical acceleration from the IMU system. 
 To calculate Max LE data sample size should be equal between the 50 gait cycle 
data. A different number of data samples can give the manipulated result of the local 
dynamic stability [26]. Equalized average frequency was determined by interpolation, 
which made each stride to 100 data sample. With equal averaged frequency data, the spatial 
dimension state space and time delay were defined as a 5th and 10 time delay. Analysis of 
Global False Nearest Neighbor analysis with our collected data and previous studies 
indicated that suitable embedding dimension was a 5th and 10 time delay for defining Max 
LE of ambulation [6]. 
 For the stitching analysis, from truncated 50gait cycle data it was separated into 
two parts, 1 to 25gait cycles and 25 to 50 gait cycles. The second section, 50 to 100 gait 
cycles was divided into 50 to 75 and 75 to 100 and last section 100 to 150 was detached to 
100 to 125 and 125 to 150. These divided sections of the 25 gait cycles were stitched 
together with 25 gait cycle gaps. Such as 1 to 25 and 50 to 75 gait cycles, 25 to 50 and 75 
to 100 gait cycles. With this protocol, these 25 gait cycles were attached. The algorithm of 
stitching two 25 gait cycle sections, a second peak from the end was selected from the first 
section of the 25 gait cycle and the second peak from the beginning was selected from the 
second section of the 25 gait cycle. This was processed to discard creating the additional 
data point while stitching two sections of the gait cycle. From stitching data, we have 
defined the minimum point and found the length of y-axis from peak to lowest of the signal. 
Indicating the peak to the lowest length of the signal, next procedure was to define which 
percentage of length would be suitable to indicate the Max LE. Different percentage of 
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length, 10 to 90 percent, was stitched to validate which percentage of the stitching portion 
output the most accurate data. 
 
Results 
 Three section of 50 gait cycles, 1 to 50, 51 to 101, and 101 to 150 gait cycles Max 
LE was assessed. The first section was 1.695, the second was 1.661, and third was 1.640. 
Table14. Mean Max LE of three 50 gait cycle sections 
 
Level Least Sq Mean Std Error 
1_50 1.6946478 0.04501910 
100_150 1.6612506 0.04501910 
50_100 1.6396011 0.04501910 
 
 
Figure19. Max LE comparison of 50 gait cycle from three different section 
 As Figure21 and Table15 indicated, there was no significant difference between 
the three sections of 50 gait cycle Max LE. This indicates that any section from the total 
continuous walking could be used to indicate the local dynamic stability. 
 Also, data analysis of stitching 25 gait cycles together by a section of 10 to 90 
percent has been done. The result determines that Max LE of any percentage of stitching 
data did not have a significant difference.  
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Table15.  Mean and standard deviation of Max LE from each stitching percentage 
 
Level Least Sq Mean Std Error 
10 1.6642842 0.04727638 
20 1.6635059 0.04727638 
30 1.6633047 0.04727638 
40 1.6647766 0.04727638 
50 1.6713393 0.04727638 
60 1.6731244 0.04727638 
70 1.6698633 0.04727638 
80 1.6750004 0.04727638 
90 1.6698829 0.04788423 
 
Figure20. Max LE Mean plot comparison of each stitching percentage 
 
 Since there was no significant difference between 10 to 90 percent stitching 
portion, this validated that any percentage of the signal could be stitched. 
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Discussion 
 There were two sessions for this experiment. The first session was to define if any 
part of three 50 gait cycle sections from the continuous walking can be used to indicate the 
LDS. The second session was performed to indicate that which part of the signal should be 
stitched when two 25 gait cycle sections were attached. 
 From the first session, the result indicated that from the continuous gait data there 
was no significant difference among the three sections, which any section could be used to 
define the Max LE. The first section had the largest value 1.695, the second section was 
1.661 and the last section was 1.640, the Max LE decreases as the gait cycle progress, this 
could mean that they tend to find more stable gait as gradually subject walks. 
 The second session shows that stitching part difference of the signal, which was 10 
to 90 percent of the stitched part. Stitching part of 10 to 90 percent Max LE least squares 
mean show that 10% as 1.664, 20% as 1.664, 30% as 1.663, 40% as 1.665, 50% 1.6713, 
60% as 1.6731, 70% as 1.6698, 80% as 1.675, 90% as 1.6698. There was no significant 
difference among these percentage differences. This defines that any percentage of the 
stitched signal could be used to define the LDS.  
 Some confounds that we acknowledged from the procedure was that two 25 gait 
cycles stitched and 50 gait cycle continued Max LE were different. This could be occurred 
because of the different sections being stitched together has the possibility of manipulating 
the data sample. Also, the speed of the 1 to 25 gait cycles and 50 to 75 gait cycle could be 
different, all the gait parameter such as stride length, width etc could be the factor of the 
different value. 
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4.4 Local Dynamic Stability Assessment from ADL study 
Introduction 
 LDS is considered to be the accurate method of determining faller and nonfaller. 
Although this method was used previously for indicating faller, they were executed within 
the laboratory environment. This has the possibility of making the data bias because of the 
“white coat syndrome.” This syndrome occurs when the subjects are observed during their 
experiments, which they tend to perform differently [3]. To veer away from this condition, 
data collection has to be done within the normal dwelling place of the subject. Therefore, 
IMU system was used in this study to collect continuous 3day ADL. After data collection, 
finding continuous 50 gait cycles from the longitudinal data was difficult. Therefore, the 
stitching algorithm has been used in this study to analyze the LDS. The objective of this 
study was using stitched gait data from longitudinal 3day ADL and calculate Max LE to 
evaluate faller and nonfaller.  
 
Method 
 For this experiment, there were ten subjects, five fallers mean age 70 ± 12years, 
height 174.6 ± 7.8cm and weight 82.8 ± 15.7kg and five nonfaller subjects mean age 20 ± 
2.6years, height 169.1 ± 9.4cm and weight 73.1 ± 13.3kg were recruited. All participants 
signed the written consent as per Arizona State University and Barrow’s Neurological 
Institute IRB. 
 Subjects were asked to wear the DynaPort MM++ (triaxial accelerometer, tri-axial 
gyroscope, and Magnetometer) at the posterior lumbar region of the spine continuously for 
three days of data collection. Subjects were allowed to remove the device only when 
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bathing or otherwise immersed in water. Dimensions of this sensor are 85 ×58×11.5 mm, 
with the weight of 55 grams and sampling frequency of 100Hz. 
 
Figure21. Location of Dynaport on subject for three day data collection (Sacrum) 
 Another task that subjects were required to complete was maintaining an activity 
journal they performed for three days data collection to track ADL.  
Table16. Activity of Daily Living journal format 
Time (day-month-year hr:min:sec) Activity Duration (min) Location Comment 
17-Apr-2016 21:54:00 Sitting 18 bedroom(3) chair 
17-Apr-2016 22:12:00 Walking 5 hallway floor 
17-Apr-2016 22:17:00 Sitting 100 bedroom(3) chair 
17-Apr-2016 23:57:00 Walking 9 hallway floor 
18-Apr-2016 00:06:00 Standing 3 bathroom floor 
18-Apr-2016 00:09:00 Walking 10 bedroom(3) floor 
18-Apr-2016 00:19:00 Sitting 18 bedroom(3) chair 
18-Apr-2016 00:37:00 Laydown 13 bedroom(3) bed 
18-Apr-2016 00:50:00 Laydown 250 bedroom(3) bed 
18-Apr-2016 05:00:00 Laydown 338 bedroom(3) bed 
18-Apr-2016 10:38:00 Sitting 2 bathroom toilet 
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Data Processing 
 After collecting consecutive three-day data, finding the maximum Local Dynamic 
Stability (LDS) was the next step. LDS has the capability of assessing the fall risk of 
individual and this value could be quantified with the Maximum Lyapunov exponent (Max 
LE). This value determines the local divergence coefficient, which quantifies the 
microscopic perturbation regarding time and calculation method of the Max LE was 
adapted from Rosenstein [22]. In order to calculate the Max LE, the first step is to get a 
minimum of consecutive 50 gait cycles. One study has used 34 gait cycles and able to 
indicate the LDS [25], however, Bruijun et al indicated that precise indication of the LDS 
could be done with 150 gait cycles [26]. However, we have decided to use the 50 gait cycle 
because Max LE value becomes almost constant after the 50 gait cycles. Since the raw 
accelerometer data from Dynaport were collected for three consecutive days, it was 
difficult to determine continuous 50 gait cycles. Some faller subjects had longest of 30 
continuous walking data during 3days. For this reason, stitching short-term gait cycle 
within the sixty-minute rage was used. By using this method, it would fulfill the 
requirement of the minimum gait cycle of 50strides. After defining 50 consecutive gait 
cycles with stitching method, interpolation was done to normalize these gait cycles to 
adjust each stride to have 100 samples. As a result, stitched 50 gait cycles had 5000 samples 
data. 
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Figure22. Stitch process of first and second data stitching 
 Most important part of this process is that all the subjects are required to have an 
equal number of gait cycles and data samples to have proper state space [26]. State space 
determined as the fifth dimension. After determining state space, nearest neighbor data 
points from the state space was identified and Euclidean distance was calculated over time. 
The logarithmic rate of divergence curve was calculated by taking the log of the all mean 
from the time-distance curve. The slope of this logarithmic rate of divergence curve 
indicates the Max LE [22]. First minimum of the Average mutual information (AMI) 
function was used to calculate Time delay [27]. By using this calculation, optimized time 
delay was determined as 10. Subsequently, determining these state space and time delay 
value, Max LE was found from the slope of divergence curve. Locally unstable dynamic 
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stability is shown with a positive value of Max LE and this will determine the diverging 
trend of nearest neighbor. Therefore, less value of Max LE will have more stable dynamic 
stability. We hypothesize that faller will have a higher value than nonfaller and they will 
have a difference in Max LE. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
 The objective of these experiments was to determine LDS with new algorithms of 
stitching gait cycle from the longitudinally 3day continuous data collection. This is an 
appropriate method of collecting LDS because this technique will eliminate the “white coat 
syndrome.” This syndrome may occur when researchers and clinicians, such as laboratory 
or clinical environment, are observing subjects [3]. This has the possibility of manipulating 
the result, thus, data from normal ADL will provide the real normal gait from the subject’s 
daily activity and obtained continuous gait cycle will determine the most precise value of 
Max LE. 
 From five nonfaller and five faller’s 3days of ADL data with Dynaport. Long-term 
data visual indication of the gait cycle was difficult because subjects tend to walk 
discontinuously. For example, within the house environment subjects sit down and walk to 
get something, but this kind of activity does not require more than 50 gait cycles. 
Furthermore, it was more difficult to indicate the continuous gait cycle for fallers since 
they had slower walking speed and less daily activity [38]. Thus, using stitching method, 
we could construct the 50 gait cycle for calculating Local Dynamic Stability (LDS). Also 
from previous pilot gait stitching study, 1 to 50, 50 to 100 and 100 to 150 gait cycles did 
not show any significant difference. This result implies that approximately within 200 
seconds or 180 continuous gait cycle walking’s Max LE was not significantly different. 
Therefore, within in a certain amount of time, Max LE would not vary considerably. 
Stitching mechanism used continuous gait cycle within an hour to minimize the risk of 
stitching different gait characteristic. Moreover, from the pilot study, the percentage of the 
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spot where the signal should be stitched between first and second data was established as 
50percent. Since stitching section of 10 to 90percent did not show any significant 
difference, which means any part of 10 to 90 percent could be used as stitching point. 
Therefore, we applied 50 percent of the first and second data stitching point as our joining 
point. The average logarithmic rate of divergence was calculated from the stitched 50 gait 
cycle by using Rosenstein method that illustrates the Max LE [22]. Larger the value of the 
Max LE means the system is more unstable because of more rapid divergence between the 
nearest neighbor and Euclidean distance over time. 
 Table17 and 18 show the Max LE of the nonfaller and faller subjects. From the 
table, the minimum and maximum values of nonfaller were 1.152 and 1.480. Fallers had 
minimum and the maximum value of 1.422 and 1.688. 
Table17. Max LE of NonFaller subjects 
 
ID Status Maximum LE 
NF0001 NF 1.219751299 
NF0002 NF 1.303871568 
NF0003 NF 1.456709828 
NF0004 NF 1.478280307 
NF0005 NF 1.152169476 
 
Table18. Max LE of Faller subjects 
 
ID Status Maximum LE 
F0001 F 1.422318767 
F0002 F 1.555658991 
F0003 F 1.578717705 
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F0004 F 1.687636233 
F0005 F 1.457628916 
 This result shows that fallers have higher Max LE compared to nonfaller as 
hypothesized. Because faller would have more gait instability, which Euclidean distance 
between nearest neighbor points would have higher divergence. The minimum value of the 
faller is 1.422 and the maximum value of nonfaller is 1.480, this verifies that nonfaller has 
less dynamic stability. Table19 shows the comparison of least square mean value of Max 
LE from faller and nonfaller.  
Table19. Mean comparison of NonFaller and Faller subject’s Max LE  
 
Condition Least Sq Mean Std Error 
NF 1.3221565 0.05620716 
F 1.5403921 0.05620716 
  
 Processing ANOVA test, nonfaller and faller’s Max LE shown significant different 
(p = 0.0252). This was important finding that faller and nonfaller could be differentiated 
with Max LE, also the trend of having higher Max LE for the fallers compared to nonfaller 
subject proves that hypothesis of faller having unstable gait stability. Additionally, from 
Lockhart et al research result shown that fall prone elderly have significant higher Max LE 
compared to health old and your groups approximately 20% to 31% and higher Max LE, 
which means more rapid diverging dynamic. Therefore, fall prone elderlies had lower LDS 
indicating that they are more likely to have unstable gait [20]. 
 For the future work, recruiting more subjects to collect more sample size for healthy 
young adults and elderly Parkinson’s disease patients. With larger sample size will provide 
more accurate and reliable Max LE that will be able to standardize validation of the fallers 
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and nonfallers. Within Parkinson’s disease patients, we will separate fallers and nonfallers 
among them to contrast how Max LE differentiates between those two groups. To improve 
this research, a control value for the normal elderlies are required, therefore healthy elderly 
population will be recruited to perform long-term data collection. This control value can 
be compared with the Parkinson’s disease subject fallers and nonfallers. Once all subjects’ 
long-term data has been collected, the comparison among these groups will provide how 
to validate the Max LE difference from faller and nonfaller healthy elderly adult to 
Parkinson’s patients. In addition, other measurements should be included such as gait 
velocity, stride length, stride time, double support time, postural sway velocity, postural 
sway area etc. These validations combined with LDS will provide more accurate 
verification of faller and nonfallers [39, 40]. 
 For the stitching method, currently, detection of the gait signal was done visually. 
However, incorporating machine learning and wavelet process into this algorithm, we will 
be able to locate various daily actives automatically. This may require numerous of 
learning data such as walking, sitting, standing and laying down. If these activities could 
be detected automatically, it would be easy to indicate where individual’s gait signals are 
located and simplify the stitching algorithm. Additionally, this will be able to identify each 
individual’s physical inactivity, which has a significant amount of correlation with fall. 
 This application method will be able to change the procedure of calculating LDS 
from the real normal gait from subjects without any interference of ‘white coat 
syndrome’, preventing the weakness of laboratory base measurements, in result subjects 
not being under behavioral restrictions will allow real normal activities to be assessed. 
This system will broaden the scale of fall risk assessment because of versatile application 
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of IMU so it would allow researchers to assess various populations of age group and 
patients without major restrictions. In the future, first we will evaluate how accurate this 
algorithm is and after confirmation, it will be used in clinical trials to compare the values 
of subjects that we have collected previously 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION 
 The objective of this research was to examine if the Inertial Measurement Unit 
(IMU) is adequate to detect the subjects’ ambulatory movements from the long-term 3days 
of data collection and calculate the Local Dynamic Stability (LDS). The hypothesis was 
that an IMU system is sophisticated enough to detect the gait from long-term data and gait 
cycles less than 50 could still be used to calculated LDS with a stitching algorithm. 
 The first pilot study was comparing whether the IMU system is sophisticated 
enough to differentiate the newer version of rucksack ALICE to the older version MOLLE. 
It was modified by using the plastic frame to reduce weight and having wider back support 
to experience less fatigue to the subject. In addition, the trend of LDS indicated that the 
newer version was more stable than the older version. Additionally, normal walking 
without any bags had the lowest value of Max LE, which indicates that it has the most 
stable dynamic stability. This experiment has proven that IMU is an elaborative device that 
could show the trend of different rucksacks. 
 The second pilot study was comparing the methodology of collecting human 
ambulatory movement with an infrared marker and IMU. Data collection with an infrared 
marker has been the common method for measuring human gait for a long period of time. 
Therefore, it is important to compare whether the result of the IMU system correlates to 
the infrared marker system. Three different inclination angles and two different walking 
speeds were evaluated to see the correlation between the two systems. The first result 
indicated that from normal set paced walking, there was no significant difference of LDS 
from various inclinations of the treadmill with both systems. However, the trend showed a 
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correlation between the systems. Related to the first result, self pace walking did not have 
a significant difference in three inclination angles, but the trend of the marker and IMU 
data was similar. With this outcome, the correlated trend of LDS of each walking speed, 
the IMU system is comparable to the marker system and accurate enough to assess human 
ambulatory movement. 
 The third pilot study had two sessions. First, from continuous walking data, whether 
any section of 50 gait cycles has the possibility of showing different Max LE. Second, from 
the stitching algorithm, from 10 to 90 percent of the last signal data from first 25 gait data 
and the first signal from the second 25 gait cycles. The first session shows that there was 
no significant difference between any 50 gait cycle sections. This determines that from the 
continuous gait cycle, any section within that boundary is adequate to use. In addition, the 
progression of Max LE decreases from first to the third section of the 50 gait cycles. The 
first section is the starting part of the continuous walking data and the third section is the 
last part of the data. This indicates that gait becomes more stable as the subject gradually 
walks. The second session indicated that between 10 to 90 percent, there was no significant 
difference from any part. Therefore, there is no restriction for using any percentage of the 
stitching part. 
  From the result of these three pilot studies, the fourth pilot study could proceed to 
the next phase. Long-term 3days data of 10 subjects, five faller, and five nonfallers, were 
assessed and separate ambulatory movements were detected and stitched to calculate 
LDS. LDS is a measurement value of the nonlinear dynamics, which is Max LE. This 
value quantifies the average logarithmic divergence rate that indicates the dynamic 
stability of the subject’s gait; developing the new algorithm, stitching the nearest gait 
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cycle that could meet the requirement of minimum 50 gait cycles. The result indicated 
that between faller and nonfaller, there was a significant difference in their normal gait 
cycle. This algorithm has the capability of encapsulating the exclusively required part of 
ambulatory data and preserve the integrity of the original data. For future study, this 
method will be implemented on various types of disease patients and age groups to 
contrast the LDS differences among the groups to assess the fall risk. 
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APPENDIX A  
MATLAB CODE: DATA PARSING 
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Convert Dynaport data to MAT file 
 
clear all; 
clc; 
    
%%  
fileinfo = 
OMX_readFile('C:\Users\Moon\Desktop\10_Particpant_Research_Seong\Dyanport_OM
X_Data\sub_08\sub_08.OMX','info',1); 
fileinfo.start 
fileinfo.stop 
rawData = OMX_readFile('sub_08.OMX', ...  
              'packetInfo', fileinfo.packetInfo, ... 
                  'startTime', fileinfo.start.mtime, ...  
                  'stopTime', fileinfo.stop.mtime,'modality',[1,1,0],'verbose',10); 
               
%% 
MyData = soangraMoonResample( rawData ); 
     
%% 
save 
('C:\Users\Moon\Desktop\10_Particpant_Research_Seong\Dynaport_MAT_Data\sub_08.
mat') 
 
//This function converts OMX data that has been collected originally from the Dynaport 
into MAT file. For the post analysis of determining Activity of Daily Living, this 
conversion is essential.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maximum Lyapunov Exponent_1 code 
%% LOCAL DYNAMIC STABILITY 
  60 
load('C:\Users\Moon\Desktop\GRAIL_military\Casey_vicon\Casey_Bag1.mat'); 
 
%% load the Truncated Data 
RLM=Marker.RLM.rawmkrdata(:,3); 
samplingFreq=100; 
startTime=samplingFreq*2; 
stopTime=startTime+ samplingFreq*180-1; 
%  startTime=2000; 
if (length(RLM)-startTime)< (stopTime) 
 stopTime=length(RLM-startTime); 
end 
%% 
 
RLM_Marker_Z=RLM(startTime:stopTime); 
SampleData=RLM_Marker_Z; 
length_SampleData=length(SampleData); 
  
[t(:,2),t(:,1)]=findpeaks(SampleData,'MinPeakHeight',200,'MinPeakDistance',50,'MinPea
kWidth',1); 
  
figure(11); 
plot(1:length_SampleData,SampleData,'-'); 
grid on; 
hold on; 
plot(t(:,1),t(:,2),'o'); 
no_of_peaks=length(t); 
title('Complete Data with Peaks'); 
xlabel('Time (/60 sec)'); 
ylabel('Sacrum Acc Z'); 
 
%% Truncated 50 Gait cycles 
SampleData_50_GC=SampleData(t(1,1):t(52,1)); 
length_SampleData_50_GC=length(SampleData_50_GC); 
  
  
[t_50_GC(:,2),t_50_GC(:,1)]=findpeaks(SampleData_50_GC,'MinPeakHeight',200,'Min
PeakDistance',50,'MinPeakWidth',1); 
figure(12); 
  
plot(1:length_SampleData_50_GC,SampleData_50_GC,'-'); 
grid on; 
hold on; 
plot(t_50_GC(:,1),t_50_GC(:,2),'o'); 
no_of_peaks_50_GC=length(t_50_GC); 
title('51 Peaks or 50 Gait Cycles'); 
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xlabel('Time (/60 sec)'); 
ylabel('Tempo Component Gz deg/sec'); 
  
%% Normalize Gait Cycle 
%every another peak 
%100 gait cycle 
  
j=0; 
updateSampleData=[]; 
Total_GC_dataPoints=0; 
 
for i=1:leng(t_50_GC)-1 
    
    no_of_dataPoints_GCycle=t_50_GC(i+1,1)+1-t_50_GC(i,1); 
    [p,q] = rat(100/no_of_dataPoints_GCycle, 0.0001); 
  
    SampleData= resample(SampleData(t_50_GC(i,1):t_50_GC(i+1,1)), p,q); 
    j=j+100; 
    updateSampleData=[updateSampleData ; SampleData]; 
    Total_GC_dataPoints=no_of_dataPoints_GCycle+Total_GC_dataPoints; 
end 
 
Avg_GC_dataPoints=Total_GC_dataPoints/50; 
%% Plot the final Normalized data         
length_updateSampleData=length(updateSampleData); 
 
% Taking sensitivity as 30 
  
[newNormalData_t(:,2),newNormalData_t(:,1)]=findpeaks(updateSampleData,'MinPeak
Height',200,'MinPeakDistance',50,'MinPeakWidth',1); 
  
figure(13); 
plot((1:length_updateSampleData),updateSampleData,'-'); 
grid on; 
hold on; 
plot(newNormalData_t(:,1),newNormalData_t(:,2),'o'); 
no_of_peaks_NormalData=length(newNormalData_t);   
xlabel('Strides'); 
ylabel('Tempo Component Gz deg/sec'); 
       
%% Save in Mat File 
 save 
('C:\Users\Moon\Desktop\GRAIL_military\seong_DS\SMWB1KNEE\DS_RLM_SMWB
1KNEE.mat')  
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//This function loads the original gait data and truncates it into the minimum requirement 
of the 50gait cycle and then it normalizes every gait cycle into 100data points by 
resampling. Then it saves the data into mat file. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maximum Lyapunov Exponent_2 code 
%% Load the appropriate Data File 
 
%% 
UploadData=load 
('C:\Users\smoon13\Desktop\Thesis_workspace\section1_GRAIL_military\zack_DS\ZM
WNWSP01\DS_LLM_ZMWNWSP01.mat'); 
TempoComponent='LLM'; 
data=UploadData.updateSampleData; 
  
%%check ami 
for i=0:25 
 [v(i+1),lag]=ami(data,data,i); 
end 
 
%%AMI calculation and selection of Lag 
figure(1); 
plot (v); 
xlabel ('Lag in Frame (Delay)'); 
ylabel('Average Mutual Information (Bits)'); 
 
%%Time Lag Selected 
lag_selected=10; % using AMI graph 
 
%% Embedding Dimension calculation  
max_dimension_selected=8; 
fnn = fnn (data,lag_selected, max_dimension_selected,2000); 
figure (2); 
plot(1:max_dimension_selected,100*fnn,'o-'); 
xlabel('Embedding Dimension'); 
ylabel('FNNs (%) probability'); 
title(TempoComponent); 
  
%% Dimension Finalized 
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embed_dimension=5; % Using ZERO 
 
y = StateSpace(data,embed_dimension, lagselected); 
figure (3); 
 plot3(y(:,1),y(:,2),y(:,3)); 
%  title(TempoComponent); 
 xlabel('x(t)'); 
 ylabel('x(t+delay)'); 
 zlabel('x(t+2*delay)'); 
  
 %% Dynamic Stability 
% %  SamplingFreq=floor((100/UploadData.Avg_GC_dataPoints)*100); % Hz 
SamplingFreq=100; %100 data samples /stride 
 TrackingDistance=1000; % 10 Gait cycle 
 Range_maxLE_calculation=1:50; % (0-0.5 strides, for lembdaS) &(4-10 strides,for 
lembda L) 
 [maxLE,mDivCurve,DivCurve,temp] = DynamicStability(y, SamplingFreq, 
TrackingDistance, Range_maxLE_calculation); 
% Note: sampling frequency = 100Hz; tracking distance is 50 
% Range for calculating maxLE is [1:50]; 
figure(4); 
plot((1:1001)/100,mDivCurve,'r') 
  
xlabel('Strides'); 
ylabel('ln(divergence) or [1/delta t <ln(dj(i))>]'); 
  
  
%% Saving everything 
maxLE 
 
//This function loads the mat file, normalized 50 gait cycle, from the first part and 
calculates the Time delay and reconstruction of state space. This indicates which Time 
delay and Dimension should be used. After these values are defined, it calculates the 
Maximum Lyapunov Exponent. 
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Signal Stitching code 
%% load the data to be stitched 
load('trunc_Subject_08\Subject_08_25GC_TNW.mat') 
 
%% Assign Data Sets 
FirstData =SampleData_50_75_GC; 
SecondData =SampleData_100_125_GC; 
 
%% First Data 
length_FirstData=length(FirstData); 
  
[FD_t(:,2),FD_t(:,1)]=findpeaks(FirstData,'MinPeakHeight',1,'MinPeakDistance',30,'Min
PeakWidth',1); 
figure(11); 
subplot(1,2,1); 
plot(1:length_FirstData,FirstData,'-'); 
grid on; 
hold on; 
plot(FD_t(:,1),FD_t(:,2),'o'); 
 
%% Second Data 
length_SecondData=length(SecondData); 
  
[SD_t(:,2),SD_t(:,1)]=findpeaks(SecondData,'MinPeakHeight',1,'MinPeakDistance',30,'
MinPeakWidth',1); 
  
subplot(1,2,2); 
plot(1:length_SecondData,SecondData,'-'); 
grid on; 
hold on; 
plot(SD_t(:,1),SD_t(:,2),'o'); 
 
%% Stitching Method 
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  % We stitch Second-last peak of First-Data with the Second peak of Second-Data 
  
%% Stitching First Data with Second Data 
  
SData = stitchMyData(FirstData,SecondData,FD_t,SD_t ); 
%% plot Sticthed Data 
     figure(12) 
   plot(StitchedData) 
  
%% Save Data 
save('C:\Users\Moon\Desktop\setion3_stitch_Research_Seong\Dynaport_Trunc_MAT\2
5_50GC_stitched\stitda\Sub08_SData_50_75_100_125_GC.mat','SData'); 
 
//This code indicates how to stitch first signal and a second signal when the stitching 
method was used during the gait cycle stitching study. 
